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A rare opportunity to join a fun group to visit Iceland, a unique country where the word "pristine" has 

not lost its meaning. From the colorful City of Reykjavik to impressive waterfalls, boiling hot springs, 

glaciers, and volcanic landscapes, - friendly Iceland offers some incredible experiences. 
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 Tour Highlights 
This tour is designed and organized by Icelandic travel 

professionals who reside in the United States.  The group is led by a seasoned tour manager from 

the United States and an expert, professional Icelandic tour guide.  Aside from providing the true 

Icelandic flavor, every effort is being made to feature the best and most genuine Icelandic 

experience, both in the capital City of Reykjavik, as well as in the pristine countryside. 

• Be in awe of the spectacular Icelandic nature; steaming hot springs, spouting geysers, 

thundering waterfalls, majestic glaciers, and immense lava fields. 

• Spend time with the popular Icelandic horses and learn all about this unique horse breed. 

• Join an exciting whale watching excursion. See majestic humpback and minke whales, 

dolphins along with breathtaking mountain views. 

• Enjoy traditional Icelandic food specialties; fresh fish and the world’s best lamb. Menus 

are carefully selected at some of Iceland’s best restaurants. It is a gourmet food experience! 

• Travel by special monster vehicle through the wilds of Iceland; over lava fields and glacial 

waters to Þórsmörk Nature Reserve, a favorite of photographers and nature lovers.  

• Admire colorful Reykjavík ('Smoky Bay'), the cleanest of all cities, where the air is pure, 

the hot water is scalding and salmon is caught in clean waters within city limits. 

• Visit Akureyri, the beautiful capital of northern Iceland. 

• Explore the major attractions of northern Iceland, - Lake Mývatn, the hot springs at 

Námaskarð, Dimmuborgir, and the spectacular waterfalls Dettifoss and Goðafoss. 

• Travel into Langjökull, Iceland´s 4th largest glacier, a true adventure.  

• Learn about Icelandic history; the Vikings, the Sagas; the people who discovered America 

and founded the world's oldest parliament. 

• Bring back spectacular photographs of Icelandic horses, waterfalls, and unique scenery that 

Iceland is known for. 

• Enjoy shopping in Reykjavík for the hand-knitted sweaters and the latest fashion in woolen 

garments. 

Learn to appreciate the proud and self-sufficient Icelanders, a well-educated, peaceful nation of 

378,000, - big enough to operate several international airlines, feature their own theater, opera and 

symphony orchestra, field international sports teams and be reckoned with 

on the world stage. In 2020 Iceland was ranked as the 4th most developed 

country in the world by the United Nations’ Human Development Index. 

The Icelandic health care system ranks as one of the best in Europe. 
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Travel to Iceland – A few good Reasons 
 

Iceland is a magical island, where nature casts a spell on any visitor.  You will 

be awestruck by pristine landscapes no matter the season.  Majestic waterfalls are 

lined up in all parts of the country, lava fields are ever present, from yesterday’s 

eruption or overgrown by moss.  Geysers gush, hot springs bubble and glaciers 

grind their pathways through the mountains.  It is a symphony of the elements in 

a land still in the making.  This is where man has learned to adapt to the quirks 

of nature and make use of its boundless energy.  Icelanders swim in hot pools, 

grow tomatoes in greenhouses, heat their houses with thermal waters and produce 

energy by the power from waterfalls. 
 

Read this tour program carefully and compare it to other offers.  You will find 

that on your tour no time is wasted.  You will see and experience all the natural 

phenomena listed in the above.  You will swim in the Blue Lagoon, traverse 

endless lava fields, admire glaciers and towering mountains, inspect the heating 

system of the capital, be awed by some of the world’s most beautiful waterfalls 

and see as many bubbling hot springs to last you a lifetime.  On your tour – during 

the midst of summer – you will have the opportunity to watch Iceland´s 

spectacular birdlife up close. 

 

Icelanders are extraordinary.  A visit is as much about the people as it is about the landscapes.  The warmth of 

Icelanders is disarming, as is their industriousness.  It is as if the power of Icelandic nature releases an extra measure 

of energy in its people.  These are the descendants of Vikings who braved the ocean and beyond to make their mark 

in places as far as Constantinople (Istanbul).  They settled this island that borders the Arctic Circle, created the world’s 

oldest parliament and over time developed a cultural life which celebrates a literary legacy that stretches from medieval 

Sagas to Nobel Prize winners.  Icelanders are fiercely proud of their country, heritage, and language.  An Icelander is 

individualistic, creative, and full of initiative.  Witness a nation of scant 369,000 people who operate a sovereign 

country, with airlines, universities, hospitals, theaters, hotels …  all in the shadow of 130 active and extinct volcanoes.   

 

Icelandic Food is in some ways different from what you are used to, but hardly something to be concerned about.  

Most of your meals are included in your tour price and you are likely to bring back memories from some excellent 

treats.  Breakfast is buffet style and you can pick and choose from a variety of items.  You should try skyr, somewhat 

like yogurt, mixed with milk and served with sugar or Icelandic blueberries.  Icelanders claim that their lamb is the 

best in the world.  Once you have tried a meal of hangikjöt (smoked lamb) or an Icelandic rack of lamb, you might 

agree, and understand the reasons why, when you see the pretty sheep who merrily roam free in the highlands. 
 

Something as mundane as a hot dog becomes a delicacy in Iceland, where people line up at kiosks in downtown 

Reykjavík for a pylsa með öllu (hot dog with everything).  The Icelandic hot dogs contain lamb, which gives them an 

unusual flavor.  You will find the variety and quality of seafood unbelievable in Iceland, as one would expect on an 

island surrounded by Arctic waters of cod, haddock, monkfish, herring, skate, lobster, and salmon.  The more 

adventurous visitor will be fascinated by a variety of traditional Icelandic food items, - sheep heads, fermented shark, 

seal flippers, and various sea birds. 

 

Icelandic Horses are loved and admired by all visitors to Iceland.  Horses were first brought to Iceland by the 

Vikings who settled the country in the years 874 > 930.  For nine centuries, no other horses were brought to Iceland 

and now the Icelandic breed is one of the purest in the world.  Over time the horses toughened by harsh weather 

conditions, volcanic eruptions, and other natural disasters.  They developed into the now famous Icelandic horse, 

known for its amazing strength, sure-footedness, stamina, and endurance. 
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DAY 1 - FRI.:                                  UNITED STATES – KEFLAVÍK, ICELAND                                   

JULY 21 

Tour members travel to the various US and Canadian airports to check in for the trans-Atlantic 

flights with ICELANDAIR or PLAY AIRLINES.  There will be a maximum of 38 participants on 

the tour. Some tour members will travel to Iceland a day early and join the group at Keflavik. All 

flights operate non stop to Keflavík Airport in Iceland.  The flights depart from the US/Canada in the late 

afternoon and arrive at Keflavík Airport early the following morning.   

Soft drinks, tea and coffee are complimentary on your ICELANDAIR flight as well as the use of the 

personal in-flight entertainment system.  Meals and alcoholic beverages are served at a charge.  The flight 

schedules as well as further information on the flights are to be found on the last pages of this presentation.    

Your Tour Manager – Rona Herman 
Rona Herman, also known as Rona the Ribbiter, began traveling at an early age. In 2010, 

after teaching herself to quilt, she began adding quilting adventures to her long list of 

travel destinations. Rona’s unique pattern style of pairing traditional quilt block piecing 

with a modern look and utilizing direction and fabric placement allows her to combine 

both her love of art and mathematics. Rona’s quilts may look difficult, but, in truth, they 

are as easy to assemble as any traditional quilt. Today Rona is a  

• Traveling Quilter Blogger 

• Host of the YouTube show Rona the Traveling Quilter 

• Author of 3 books  

• Quilting Teacher 

• Quilt Pattern Designer 

• Owner of the online Quilters Community and traveling the globe sharing her tips, tricks, 

inspiration, and travel adventures with quilters the world over!  

The Icelandic Flavor 
 Travel to Iceland is much in vogue these days. We realize that you can choose between dozens of 

tours to Iceland, that are operated by reputable tour companies. We, - NATO LTD claim, however, 

to be the only tour company that offers a genuine Icelandic experience. You will have Rona, an 

American tour manager, Vala, an Icelandic tour guide and Bjössi our highly valued bus driver. 

You will be exposed to the Icelandic nature in all its glory, meet the Icelandic horse up close and 

personal, and enjoy the very best of Icelandic cuisine throughout the tour.  
 

Our tours have been successfully operated for 36 years. We have seen  Iceland grow from an 

obscure island in the Atlantic to become one of the world´s most sought after tourist destinations.  

We have the expertise to offer you the best Iceland experience that money can buy. You will find 

several of their testimonials on the last pages of this presentation. 
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                                          Your Icelandic Tour Guide, - Vala Hafstað  
 

 

A tour guide can either make or break a tour. For our tours, we only select the 

very best available tour guides, who possesses in-depth knowledge of Iceland 

as a destination, its history and culture. Our tour guides speak perfect English 

and have a long experience taking good care of our American clientele. 
 

Born in Iceland, Vala Hafstad majored in English at the University of 

Wisconsin-Madison and holds a master´s degree in English from the 

University of Washington.  
 

After living in the US for three decades, she moved back to Iceland several 

years ago. She loves meeting new people, telling stories, playing with words, 

and pointing out the humerous side of Icelandic society. She is a certified tour 

guide, a journalist, and a poet. You will find Vala to be outspoken, entertaining and knowledgeable, - ready 

to give you a tour experience that you will cherish. Vala was the tour guide of the 2022 “Iceland in Summer“ 

tour, which was most successful. 
 

 

 

Your Tour Company, - NATO LTD 

NATO LTD is a family owned business, founded 1986. Rather than offering a multitude of tours in all 

directions, we offer relatively few special tours with the focus on quality, in an effort to provide our guests 

with a once-in-a-lifetime tour experience. You might call us a boutique operation. We dislike mass tourism, 

chain hotels and fast food. We treasure what is of traditional value; the history, the culture, the cuisine and 

the wonderful people that we have the pleasure to meet on our tours. Each of our tours is different and 

unique. Each of our clients is a very special person. 
  
*   We never operate large groups. The maximum accepted on any tour is 38 participants. 

*   Hotels are carefully selected, in terms of quality, location and ambiance. 

*   Most meals are included. Menus feature the best that each local cuisine has to offer. 

*   Tour days are filled with activities that mirror nature, local traditions and culture. 

*   Tour programs are planned with care, allowing ample time in each location; avoiding long tedious drives,  

    and scheduling free times without reimentation. 
 

The person in charge is Ingólfur (“Ingo”) Blöndal, an Icelander, with a long 

career in travel, aviation and tourism. Ingo has working experience in Iceland, 

Germany, Turkey and the United States. He has offered his expertise in travel 

and tourism to international corporations and government agencies and received 

awards in recognition of his work. 
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DAY 2 – SAT.:      KEFLAVÍK – HRÓARSLÆKUR   

JULY 22  
 

      All tour participants are scheduled to arrive at Keflavik Airport 

in the early morning.  Pass quickly through customs and 

immigration, collect your bags, meet your tour manager, and board 

the tour bus waiting by the curb outside the terminal.  You will be 

welcomed by a local tour guide – who also will do the 

introductions to the capital city, - Reykjavík. 
 

TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                                     B-D 

08:00 

5m 

08:15 
 

 
09:00 
 

28m 
 

10:00 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

11:00 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

13:30 

 
42m 

14:30 

 
15:30 

26m 

16:00 
 

 
 

17:00 

 

18:00 

Estimated departure from Keflavík Airport terminal. 
 

Arrive at Viking World, a museum that features exhibitions about the times of the Vikings.  Its 
modern architecture highlights the beauty of the viking ship “Islendingur“ (The Icelander).  Enjoy the 
museum, where breakfast is served for the group, including Icelandic food specialties.  
 

Depart from the museum for Reykjavík.  The drive takes you through typical Icelandic lava fields 
that stretch to the horizon as far as the eye can see; your first introduction to this “Land of Fire and 
Ice.“ 
 

Arrive in Reykjavík and head directly for Hallgrímskirkja, the tallest and largest church in Iceland 
and the most prominent landmark of the city. The interior, while stark in the Lutheran tradition is 
dramatic. The church is of distinctive Icelandic design, dedicated to the most renowned, sacred poet 
of Iceland, Hallgrímur Pétursson. A statue of Leif (Leifur) Eiríksson is aligned directly in front of the 
church.  It was a gift from the US to commemorate the 1,000th anniversary of the foundation of the 
Icelandic parliament and a tacit acknowledgement that Leifur beat Christopher Columbus to North 
America by almost 500 years. 
              
On the City Tour of Reykjavík you will enjoy the view of the city from the top of the water tanks that 

feed the entire city with hot water. Drive by the University 
of Iceland and proceed to the downtown area.  You will see 
the Parliament Building, the National Theater and the main 
seat of government.  The harbor area, where older 
buildings have been retrofitted as boutiques and 
restaurants, is particularly attractive.  Drive on through 
residential areas and come to admire this clean and 
modern city. Lunch break. Icelandic hot dog is suggested. 
 

Leave Reykjavík along the main route to the fertile regions 
of southern Iceland.  As you pass through the green 
farmlands, you will see Icelandic horses grazing by the 

roadside.  Arrive at Þingborg and visit with the ladies at the Wool Center, one of the best sources 
for the genuine Icelandic woolen products; sweaters, scarfs, mittens and much more.  

Another short ride takes us to the hamlet of Hella and, finally, to the nearby located Hótel Lækur. 
 

Check in at this family operated, cozy Country Hotel; a refashioned barn. The rooms are bright and 
modern. Both the lounge and the restaurant offer breathtaking views of volcano Hekla as well as 
glacier Eyjafjallajökull.  This is our base of operations for exciting excursions the next 3 days. 
         
Meet with your tour manager for the latest news about the tour and the coming days. 
 

‘‘Welcome to Iceland’’ dinner; a lovely time to get to know your tour manager and fellow travelers. 
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DAY 3 - SUN.:          GLACIERS - VOLCANOES                                                               

JULY 23                    THORSMORK NTL PARK                                                           

TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                         B-L-D 
 

07:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

08:00 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

12:00 
 
 
 

 
16:00 
18:00 

 

 

Rise and shine - enjoy breakfast at Hótel Lækur. 
 

Iceland is inhabited on its outer edges, in the fertile south, by the ocean and along its many 
fjords. Inland Iceland is harsh and unforgiving, where nature is ruled by untamed glacial rivers, 
volcanoes, sands, and lava fields that stretch to the horizon as far as the eye can see. In this 
spectacular wilderness there exist a few places that have been spared by the onslaught of 
nature – Þórsmörk being one such oasis. 
Þórsmörk is a valley hidden 

between three glaciers, named after 
Þór (Thor), the Viking god of thunder 
and fertility. You reach this verdant 
nature reserve by crossing lava fields 
and un-bridged glacial rivers in a 
modified “Monster” truck driven by an 
experienced, knowledgeable driver.  It 
is an exhilarating but safe experience; - 
the adventure drive of a lifetime. 
 

Depart from Hótel Lækur for 
Eyjafjallajökull, the 6th largest glacier in Iceland. Beneath its cap hides the volcano that 
erupted in 2010 and disrupted air traffic throughout the northern hemisphere.  Continue to 
legendary Þórsmörk by crossing roaring rivers that guard this wooded oasis. Once at Básar in 
Þórsmörk, a popular spot for hikers, enjoy hiking the 1.5m “Ring of Básar”. This is a hiker’s 
paradise, offering many lovely hiking trails. Or, - relax at Básar; enjoy the beautiful birch forest 
and take in the awesome views of Þórsmörk and the surrounding glaciers. 
 

A buffet lunch is served at Volcano Huts in Húsadalur.  
   
Driving from Básar, we proceed further into the valley for a stop at the giant icicle ravines of the 
glacier Gígjökull. All this phenomena are well explained by your guide in good English. The 
excursion serves as a fitting introduction to the “Land of Fire and Ice.”  
 

Return to Hótel Lækur.  Enjoy the outside hot pot or the sauna.  
Dinner at Hótel Lækur. 

   ” Monster” Truck -                 

Safety & Logistics 
 

You will travel in a  modified version of a 
Swedish-built SCANIA truck, with 4-wheel 
drive and luxury interior. This vehicle has 
a complimentary wi-fi and reclining seats. 
Behind the wheel is an experienced driver 
who knows how to maneuver such a 
vehicle through the wilderness of Iceland; 
safety always being the first order.    
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DAY 4 – MON.:              WATERFALL GULLFOSS – THE HOT SPRINGS AT GEYSIR 

JULY 24                                                 THE ICELANDIC HORSE                                                                                             
 

TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                           B-L-D 
 

07:30 
 

08:15 
 

63m 

 
09:30 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

10:30 
6m 

10:45 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
11:30 

12m 
12:00 
 
 
 
 
 
13:30 
 46m 

14:30 
 
 
 
 

17:30 
18:00 

 

18:30 

  

Breakfast at Hótel Lækur. 
  
Depart on a full day´s excursion to include 
some of the major natural attractions in 
Iceland. First, - drive north to                                             

Gullfoss, the majestic waterfall that 

spans the Hvítá River and sprays mist on 
those who come near to marvel at its 
beauty. Gullfoss is known as one of the 
world’s most beautiful gorges; a favorite 
among locals and tourists alike. 
 

A short drive to the west takes us to the next 

spectacular phenomenon, the Geysir 
Geothermal Area, where you will see any 

number of bubbling, spouting, and boiling hot 
springs in eerie moon-like landscapes. Visit 
Geysir, the first geyser ever mentioned in text; 
the one for which all geysers are named. 
Though it rarely erupts, nearby Strokkur keeps 
the show alive, erupting every 4-8 minutes. 

Drive on to Friðheimar Farm, an amazing 
greenhouse and horse-breeding complex. Tour 
the greenhouses to gain insight to the uses of 
geothermal heating in Iceland.  Savor a unique 
food experience; - tomato soup and fresh baked 
bread, with tomatoes growing all around you.  
 

Depart from Friðheimar to a very special place, 
The Icelandic Horse World, a family operated 
horse breeding and training farm; home to about 
100 horses. Here you will have the opportunity to interact with the horses, and take a ride into 
the beautiful Icelandic nature. You will be riding a well educated horse with a good tölt, - a joy to 
ride. Some of the horses are better suited for more experienced riders and others are very 
trustworthy for beginners or even those who have never ridden before. 
  
Drive back to Hótel Lækur, and you will soon be able to relax in the cozy lounge or outside in the 
hot tub, enjoying a view to the glaciers. 
 

Dinner at home. You will find the meals amazing; a different twist of the Icelandic cuisine each 
night. 
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DAY 4 – MON.:                      AN AFTERNOON WITH THE   

JULY 24 (CONT.)                        ICELANDIC HORSES 
 

The group will arrive at Icelandic Horse World about 14:30 and welcomed by 
Katrín Sigurðardóttir who manages the farm. Proceed to the stables and riding 
hall for an introduction to the Icelandic horse and its unique qualities. Learn about 
the history of the Icelandic horse and see how one rides the different gaits. You 
can spend time with the horses, pet them and take pictures. A stable visit and 
introduction is part of your tour.                                                                                                                            DUETT  

 

 

Riding the Icelandic Horse (Optional) 
Some of you will now wish to experience riding an Icelandic horse. 
This you can now enjoy at Icelandic Horse World, who offer guided 
rides of various lengths.  These are your choices: 
 

Mountains & Meadows – a short (1 hour) ride, suitable for those with 
little or no experience. It will give you a great taste of what these 
wonderful creatures are all about. You ride along soft and broad 
tracks with volcanos and glaciers in view. Optional: $145 p.p. 
. 
Country Ride – a longer (2 hours) ride, perfect for those with some 
experience. Optional: $195 p.p. 
 

All rides start with instructions in the riding hall, before you take  
off into the Icelandic landscape, on a guided ride.  
The maximum weight of a rider is 242lbs. 
 

 

 

Hikes and Horses 
Iceland’s spectacular nature is its most important attraction. You will be flying from an American city, where 
temperatures may be in the 80s or more, to arrive in Iceland, where a fresh breeze and mid-50s 
temperatures greet you when you step off the aircraft. This gives you an invigorating feeling that will stay 
with you throughout your tour. 
 

While the tour is loaded with activities and attractions that 
can be enjoyed by all, there are a few tour features, - all 
optional, that may not be suitable for you: 
 
HIKING – There is one hike suggested as a part of the tour 
(Day 3).  This is of medium difficulty. If you do not feel up to 
it, sit it out at the beautiful birch woods at Básar in Þórsmörk. 
 
HORSE RIDING – This is one of the most popular features 
of any tour to Iceland and highly recommended. The 
Icelandic horses are friendly and easy to ride. On our tour 
last August, we had one lady riding – 89 years old. She took 
the longer 2-hour ride, and enjoyed it.            
                                                                                                                                                 FRIENDSHIP 
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DAY 5 – TUE.:                              HRÓARSLÆKUR – ÞINGVELLIR – BIFRÖST  

JULY 25                                                    VISIT HISTORIC THINGVELLIR                      

 
TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                         B-L-D 

 

07:00 
 

07:45 
 
 
 
43m 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 08:45 

 
 
 

 
 

10:45 
 

55m 
 
 

12:00 
 
 

 
13:30 

 
 

15:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
17:00 

 
 

18:00 

 

Breakfast at Hótel Lækur. 
 

We are off on a full day´s journey filled with 
history and natural beauty. First drive through 
Hella and on to Selfoss, where we branch off and 
follow route # 36 to the north. We soon reach the 
southern end of Lake Thingvellir 
(Þingvallavatn), Iceland´s largest lake, which 
will appear on your left. Enter the Thingvellir 
National Park, Iceland´s historic shrine, the site 
of the world´s oldest parliament. Thingvellir is a 
UNESCO heritage site and a must on anyone’s 
visit to Iceland. 
 

We tour the historic sites as well as the unique 
natural landscapes in the same area, where the 
rift valley between the North American and 
Eurasian tectonic plates meet – a geological 
phenomenon. 
 

Depart from Thingvellir for the scenic drive to Borgarnes (pop. 3.800), a town built on a scenic 
headland jutting into the picturesque fjord of Borgarfjörður. It is located close to Borg, where 
Viking poet and warrior Egill Skallagrímsson lived in the 10th century. He is the famous hero of 
Egill´s Saga, one of Iceland´s most famous Sagas. 
 

Arrive at Borgarnes, and proceed to Englendingavík, a beautiful restaurant by the ocean, that 
focuses on Icelandic ingredients. Lunch is served buffet-style, with four different fish dishes for 
you to taste and enjoy. 
 

Visit Borgarnes Museum, an absolute jewel, filled with fascinating exhibits about Iceland, 
Icelandic culture, and history. 

 

Leave Borgarnes on a short drive to 
savor more of Iceland´s natural 
beauty. Stop at the salmon river 
Norðurá to see the stunning waterfall 
of Glanni, then proceed further north 
to the lava field of Grábrókarhraun, 
where you will see Grábrók 
Volcanic Crater and the lava 
overgrown by beautiful moss. 
 

Arrive at Bifröst, and check in at 
Hótel Bifröst, a cozy country hotel, 
surrounded by beautiful nature. 
 

Dinner at the restaurant in the hotel. You will be served salmon, fresh from the nearby Norðurá 
River. 
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DAY 6 – WED.:                             BIFRÖST – BLÖNDUÓS - AKUREYRI 

JULY 26                                                      NORTHERN ICELAND             

 
TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                          B-L-D 

 

07:30 
 

08:30 
90m 
10:30 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
13:00 

 

15:00 
76m 

 
 

17:00 
 

 

 
19:00 

 
 
 

 

 Breakfast at Hótel Bifröst. 
 

Depart for your journey to northern Iceland. This scenic drive will take you to the bays and fjords 
of northern Iceland, traveling along “Ring Road” # 1. 
Arrive at Blönduós (pop.895), the largest urban area of Húnaflói bay in northwest Iceland. The 
town is situated on the ocean at the mouth of glacial river Blanda. A small island by the name 
of Hrútey, a natural reserve, is encircled by the river, and accessible via a pedesrtian bridge, 
just off the ring road. This is the perfect place for a stop to strech our legs and to experience 
some of the local attractions. You will have the following choices: 
 

A Hike on Hrútey Island 

An easy, refreshing walk across the narrow bridge to the island and a 30-60 minute hike on 
meandering trails with scenic views. The island is lush with a great variety of wild flowers, 
vegetation and fragrant conifers. Birdlife is abundant on Hrútey, being the habitat of geese and 
many other species. 

The Textile Museum 
This is the perfect visit for the quilters in the group. The Textile Museum is the only one of its 
kind in Iceland, located in a beautiful building with excellent visitor access. Our group is 
expected and will be treated to a guided tour of the exhibits, including embroideries, quilts, 
Icelandic national costumes and a unique Icelandic wool exhibition. The museum also hosts 
special exhibitions of Icelandic textile artists and designers. 
 

The Icelandic Cuisine – A Workshop 
Enjoy some of the excellent food that Iceland has to offer. Some of you might be interested to 
learn how to cook and present a genuine Icelandic meal. You can sign up for a workshop at the 
Brimslóð Atelier Restaurant in Blönduós, where Icelandic heritage food is prepared with local 
ingredients. The culinary history of Iceland will be covered and the key ingredients explained. 
The light 3-course lunch will be served for the group. 
This is an optional tour feature, limited to 12 participants - $100.00. 
 

A delicious 3-course lunch as explained above. 
 

Depart from Blönduós for Akureyri 
(pop. 19,219), the beautiful capital 
of northern Iceland. 
 

Arrive at Akureyri. Check in the 
Hótel KEA, located right in the 
heart of town, for a 2-night stay. 
 

Dinner at Bautinn Restaurant, 
where you will enjoy the local 
atmosphere and a good meal. 
 
 
< AKUREYRI 
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DAY 7 – THU.:                                                       AKUREYRI                                                

JULY 27                      FULL DAY EXCURSION TO LAKE MÝVATN & DETTIFOSS 
 

TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                                       B-L 
     

07:00 
 

07:45 
 

84m 
 
 

09:15 
 

 
 
 

10:00 
25m 

 
10:45 

 

11:15 
4m 

 

12:00 
 

 
13:00 
5m 

13:30 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

14:30 
31m 
15:00 

 
 
 

16:00 
23 

17:00 
 
 

       

 Breakfast at your hotel. 
 

Depart for a day tour to explore some of 
northern Iceland’s major attractions. Upon 
leaving Akureyri you will have a great view of 
this beautiful town and of Eyjafjörður.      
 

Arrive at Dettifoss waterfall, the most powerful 
waterfall in Europe. It is stunning, extremely 
large, and the mist from the falls is visible miles 
away. Be prepared to get wet! 
 

Depart from Dettifoss for Námaskarð, a 
geothermal wonder of sulfuric mud springs and 
steam springs. Black rivers and bubbling pools of sulfuric mud cut through an otherworldly landscape. 
Námaskarð will prepare you for your next visit to planet Mars! 
 

Proceed to our next destination, Lake Mývatn one of the natural beauties of northern Iceland. The 
shallow lake is one of the largest water bodies of Iceland that makes it unique and magnificent.   
 

Arrive at Reykjahlíð (pop. 227), a small 
village located on the lake. Lunch will be 
served at Vogafjós Farm Resort, 
another meal that you will relish. 
  

A short drive takes us to Dimmuborgir, 
a jagged lava field, packed with sky-high 
rock pillars and lava caves. The 
dramatic expanse formed in a volcanic 
eruption 2300 years ago has allowed 
moss and other vegetation to flourish. 
Steeped in folklore, the area is a popular 
tourist destination.                                                                                                 
 

Continue the excursion along the shores of Lake Mývatn with other stops en route, as time allows. 
Proceed for a visit to Goðafoss, one of the most 
spectacular waterfalls in the country, as it falls from 
a height of 39 feet over a width of 98 feet. This is a 
major highlight on your tour. 
 

The final drive of the day takes you back to Akureyri 
and for the 2nd night at Hótel KEA. 
 

Dinner is on your own in Akureyri. Enjoy a wide 
selection of restaurants to choose from within an 
easy walk from your hotel. You will find sushi, 
kebab, Indian curry, hot dogs, and hamburgers, as 
well as serious Icelandic cuisine. 
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DAY 8 – FRI.:                              AKUREYRI – HRAUNFOSSAR – HÚSAFELL                                                                                          

JULY 28                             WHERE LUXURY MEETS THE RUGGED WILDERNESS 

  

TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                                    B-L-D 
 

07:30 
 

08:15 
 142m 

 

11:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

11:30 
 

12:00 
 

 
14:00 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
18:00 

 

Breakfast at your hotel. 
 

Depart from Akureyri; travel west on route # 1, through Blönduós and Bifröst until we cut east into new 
and exciting territory. 
 

Arrive at Hraunfossar, a uniquely beautiful series of waterfalls located on the Hallmundarhraun lava 
field. This lava field was created when a volcano under the Langjokull glacier erupted shortly after the 
settlement of Iceland. Hraunfossar formed as small streams flow from the lava field into the Hvítá 
river. The name Hraunfossar appropriately means “Lava Falls.” 

 
Drive on for the short distance to Hotel Husafell. 
  
Arrive at the beautiful Hotel Husafell****, a woodland oasis, nestled between a glacier and extensive 
lava fields, a modern hotel with the wonders of Icelandic nature nearby. Lunch at Hotel Husafell. 
 

An invigorating hike is the best way to get to know Iceland and Husafell offers some excellent trails 
through the woods, with canyons and waterfalls in clear sight. A 3-hour hike is suggested, but you can 
choose shorter or longer trails to suit your stamina.  
 

Hotel Husavik is a beautiful 4-star eco- 
luxury resort, one of the best in Iceland. 
All 48 spacious guestrooms feature 
modern design, local artwork and 
amenities made from Icelandic herbs. 
 

Dinner will be served in the hotel 
restaurant. This might well be the most 
outstanding meal on your tour. 
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DAY 9 – SAT.:                          HÚSAFELL – INTO THE GLACIER – REYKJAVIK   

JULY 29                                                    OUR COLORFUL CAPITAL CITY                 
 

 TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                                            B 

 

07:00 

07:30 
30m 

08:30 
 

09:45 

71m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12:00 

13:00 
49m 

14:30 

 

 

Breakfast at Hotel Husafell. 
Depart by our tour bus in the direction of Langjokull, the 2nd largest glacier in Iceland. 
Arrive at Klaki Base Camp. This is where we change vehicles, to start our expedition to the top of and 
into Langjokull glacier. Enjoy the untouched beauty and raw nature as you journey up the white slopes 
and go deep inside the man-made ice tunnels leading to the blue heart of the glacier. 

 

You will ride in a modified glacier vehicle, specially made to 
explore the glacier environment and enjoy the view as you 
drive on top of the ice cap. An experienced tour guide will lead 
the way and 
make sure that 
everyone is 
enjoying this 

unique 
adventure and 
learning the 

basics of glacier knowledge. The glacier experience 
takes about 3 hours. 
 

Return to Husafell for a light lunch. 
Drive on by the shortest route to Reykjavik. 

 
Arrive in downtown Reykjavik. Check-in time at Center Hotel Plaza.  

Remainder of the day is free without a program. Dinner is on your own. 
 

NATO LTD does publish several newsletters before the tour, with information about the optional tours 

in Reykjavik that are being suggested on these pages and how to make the most of your time there. 
 

     
   
HARPA CONCERT HALL 
 

The spectacular Harpa 
Concert Hall is one of 

Reykjavik‘s major 
landmarks, home of the 

Iceland Symphony 
Orchestra and Opera of 

Iceland. It is a major 
cultural center offering 

daily performances year 
round 
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DAY 10 – SUN.:                                                   REYKJAVÍK                                                                                                

JULY 30                                     FREE TIME – OPTIONAL EXCURSIONS                                       

You will cherish to have a complete day in Reykjavík without regimentation to pursue your own interests.  

Reykjavík is a lively, colorful city, with plenty to do to keep you busy.  Here a couple of ideas: 
 

PROGRAM                                                                                                                                             B-D 
 

09:00   WHALE WATCHING EXCURSION – 3 hours 
            Optional: $125.00 p.p. 
 

Join the exciting 3-hour whale watching excursion that 
departs from Reykjavik harbor, within walking distance 
from your hotel. The most common whale species 
encountered on your tour are minke and humpback whales 
as well as dolphins and porpoises. You will also see 
fascinating birdlife, from puffins to gannets and guillemots. 

 

It will be lunch time when you return to dry land. There are many 
excellent restaurants in the harbor area, or you could opt for a 
simpler meal of the delicious Icelandic hot dogs. These are 
found at the several hot dog stands – Bæjarins Bestu Pylsur 
(the best hot dogs in town), touted as the world’s best. Order 
eina með öllu (one with everything) and you will soon be back 
for more.  These tasty hot dogs are prepared according to a 
secret recipe and contain pork, beef, and lamb. 
 

In the afternoon you have several choices: 
 

09:00   THINGVELLIR NATIONAL PARK – 3 hours 
            Optional excursion: $120.00 p.p. 
 

Depart for Þingvellir, the national shrine of Iceland, the site 
of the ancient Icelandic parliament, and a meeting point of 
the continental plates, a geological phenomenon. 
Þingvellir is a designated UNESCO world heritage site. 
 

You might also choose to visit one or more of the excellent 
museums in Reykjavik.  The National Museum of Iceland 
is much recommended for a comprehensive picture of the 
history of Iceland. Then there is The Settlement Exhibition and the Árbær Open Air Museum. There are 
several excellent art and music museums.  
 

14:00   QUILTING WORKSHOP – 3-hour optional tour feature: $100.00.  Participate in a Quilting 
Workshop, provided by your tour manager, Rona Herman. You will be working side-by-side Icelandic 
quilters, an experience that has been much appreciated on our tours in past years. Information on this 
workshop will be sent to quilters in the group on request. 
 

18:00   FAREWELL TO ICELAND DINNER 
Your “Farewell to Iceland” dinner will be served at Matarkjallarinn, a restaurant situated in a 160-year-
old building in the center of Reykjavik. It is a popular meeting place for locals, “where food is for the body 
and music for the soul”. The meal is served in the Icelandic brassie style, - elegantly prepared by skilled 
and enthusiastic chefs, using the finest Icelandic ingredients. 
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DAY 11 - MON.:                                                LAST DAY IN ICELAND 

JULY 31                                                  RETURN TO THE UNITED STATES 

                                                   
TIME PROGRAM                                                                                                                                             B 

 

07:30 
 

 
 

08:30 
30m 

09:30 

 
11:45 

15m 

12:15 
 

 
 

  

 
 

15:05 
15:30 
16:45 
16:50 
16:55 
17:00 
17:05 
17:15 

 

 

Breakfast in your hotel. 
 

Optional Blue Lagoon Excursion 
 

Departure from Center Hotel Plaza to Reykjanes peninsula, where both the Blue Lagoon and Keflavík 
Airport are located. 
Arrival at Blue Lagoon.  We will spend two hours to enjoy the lagoon and the adjacent facilities.  The 
rent of towels is included with your admission as well as one drink.   
Depart from Blue Lagoon to Keflavik Airport. 
 

Arrive at the airport terminal and check in at an ICELANDAIR or PLAY AIRLINES ticket counter. 
Lunch is suggested at one of the many eateries at the airport. 
 

Tour participants who choose not to go to the Blue Lagoon, will go directly to the airport after the ones 
going to the Blue Lagoon have been dropped off. They will have more time at the airport for lunch and 
to enjoy shopping at the many stores and boutiques.  
 

Departure of PLAY AIRLINES to Washington/Baltimore, MD (BWI) 
Departure of PLAY AIRLINES to Boston, MA 
Departure of ICELANDAIR to Minneapolis, MN, Raleigh-Durham, NC, and Chicago, IL  
Departure of ICELANDAIR to Washington, DC, Seattle, WA, and Portland, OR. 
Departure of ICELANDAIR to Denver, CO, and Detroit, MI 
Departure of ICELANDAIR to Newark, NJ and New York, NY (JFK Airport) 
Departure of ICELANDAIR to Toronto, ON 
Departure of ICELANDAIR to Montreal, QC 
 

 All flights are non-stop and arrive in the United States and Canada in the late afternoon/evening. 
 

 

                     
                                                                                             

The Blue Lagoon     

 

The Blue Lagoon is a gorgeous geothermal spa 

that is one of the most-visited places in Iceland.  

At an average temperature of around 100°F, the 

lagoon's nutrient-rich waters are reported to fix all 

sorts of skin ailments, from psoriasis to eczema.  

People travel thousands of miles to bathe in these 

waters that are rich in Silica, Algae and Minerals.  

Others come to simply relax.  Besides swimming, 

you can have a drink at the in-water bar, pamper yourself with a massage or skin treatment, or relax at one 

of the exclusive lounges. The Blue Lagoon is recognized as one of the wonders of the world.                                                                                                                                                                                                     

Optional: $134.00 p.p. 
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Prices & Conditions: (Price per person sharing a double or twin-bedded room) 
 

FROM PRICE FROM PRICE FROM PRICE 

BALTIMORE (BWI) $4,956 BOSTON, MA $5,458 CHICAGO, IL $5,575 

DETROIT, MI $5,349 WASHINGTON, DC $5,458 PORTLAND, OR $5,575 

NEWARK, NJ $5,458 MONTREAL, QC $5,458 RALEIGH-DURH. $5,665 

NEW YORK (JFK) $5,458 TORONTO, ON $5,458 SEATTLE, WA $5,786 

MINNEAPOLIS, MN $5,458 DENVER, CO $5,575   
  

SINGLE ROOM SUPPLEMENT: $1,370  

 
INCLUDED FEATURES (11-DAY TOUR): 
 

• Air fare - round-trip to Iceland by ICELANDAIR or PLAY AIRLINES – Economy Standard. 

• Nine nights accommodation at the hotels indicated or similar. 

• Breakfast each morning. 

• Six lunches and seven dinners. Included meals are marked as B-L-D on each page. 

• Services of tour manager – Rona Herman   

• Services of local tour guides. 

• Admission to Viking World Museum (Reykjanesbær), Borgarnes Museum, and Textile 

Museum (Blönduós). 

• Horse show at Friðheimar Horse Farm. 

• Excursions by “Monster Truck into the “Wilds of Iceland,” and by “Glacier Vehicle” to 

Langjökull glacier. 

• Modern tour bus with WC. 

• All transfers and touring as listed in the itinerary. 

• Prayers for good weather in Iceland. 

NOT INCLUDED IN PRICE: 

• Air fares from your home town to your chosen gateway airport to Iceland and back. 

• Meals other than listed above. 

• Alcoholic beverages. 

• Baggage fees charged by airlines. 
 

Booking Procedure – Final Payment 
You should book your seat on the tour with NATO LTD.  Please fill out the reservation form that is a part of 

this document.  Fill in your name exactly as it appears in your passport.  We will also need your home 

address, e-mail address, telephone number as well as a deposit of $500.00.  NATO LTD will confirm your 

reservation by sending you an invoice which will further state that final payment for the tour is due by April 

21, 2023.  You can pay by check, PayPal, or bank wire transfer. 
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Payment Information 

1. PAYMENT BY CHECK:  Our preferred form of payment.  No bank charges are involved, - just 

a postage stamp.  Most of our US clients pay by check.  Make the check out to NATO LTD 

and mail to:  9 Warrenton Way, Simpsonville, SC 29681. 

2. PAYMENT BY BANK WIRE TRANSFER:  A secure way of payment through your bank.  No 

heavy charges are involved.  Most banks charge $20.00 or $25.00, which we expect the client 

to pay.  Many of our overseas clients pay this way.  Payment reaches our account in 2-3 days.  

You should request our banking information if this form of payment is your choice. 

3.  PAYMENT VIA PAYPAL:  This has become the preferred payment form by clients who wish 

to use a credit card.  It is a safe, simple, and easy way to pay.  In this case, however, there 

are higher fees involved as PayPal will deduct 3% - 4½% from the amount being transferred. 

NATO LTD does not cover this charge and expects to be paid the full invoiced amount.  PayPal 

will need the following information: 

a. Name on NATO LTD PayPal account:  Ingo Blondal 

b. NATO LTD e-mail address:  dkorat@aol.com  

c. Your credit card information 

Tour Documentation 
Once final payment has been received, we will send out:  

• Your airline tickets (electronic ticketing) – Remember always to provide your full name, 

exactly as it appears in your passport. 

• The latest, up-dated version of your tour itinerary. 

•  Your name tag, which we ask you to wear for the duration of the tour. 

• NEWSLETTERS:  We send (e-mail) out 3 newsletters before the tour – in May, June, and 

July, to keep you informed about the tour and about matters related to Iceland, - Icelandic 

money, food, history, customs, etc. 

 

Cancellation Policy 
Cancellations are the bane of any tour operator. Cancellations result in a costly process of letters, 
e-mails, adjustments, and refunds, plus the loss of revenue if time does not allow the resale of 
the lost reservation. The following fees apply to offset these costs: 

  

• 60 + days prior to departure // a cancellation fee of $500.00 per person does apply. 

• 59 to 30 days prior to departure // a cancellation fee of 80% of the tour price does apply. 

• 29 to 0 days prior to departure // a cancellation fee of 100% of the tour price does apply. 

In the event of a cancellation by the tour operator, all payments received from the tour participants 

will be refunded. If a tour participant should be concerned about cancellation issues, Trip 

Cancellation Insurance policy is highly recommended. Ask NATO LTD for further information. 
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Arriving in Iceland a Day Early 

Several tour members will arrive in Iceland a day before the tour starts. This applies to those who 
are flying in from the US or Canada west coast, which tends to be a long journey. Others wish to 
arrive early for the same reason, to rest up, before the tour starts in the early hours of August 26. 

We offer a delightful hotel in Keflavik for this very purpose. The 4* Hotel Berg, is not an airport 
hotel, but a cozy, newly renovated boutique hotel, overlooking the picturesque Keflavik marina, 
some 2.2 miles from the airport. The hotel has 36 rooms and features an attractive lobby with a 
fireplace and a lobby bar. 

Those who arrive early will be met at Keflavik Airport and taken to Hotel Berg, where breakfast is 
included before you check in for your rooms, as soon as these are ready. You can rest for the day 
or take a walk along the ocean. A restaurant (Kaffi Duus) is located next door and several other 
excellent restaurants nearby. 

The tour bus will swing by to pick you up about 08:10 in the morning of August 05, when you join 
the group and drive to the Viking World Museum for breakfast. 

Upgrades on your Flights to and from Iceland 

Some of you have already decided to spend a bit more and pay extra for flying Saga Class to 
Iceland and back. Saga Class is the Business Class that is offered by Icelandair. Aside from the 
larger, more comfortable seats and complimentary meals, this program allows 2 checked bags, 1 
carry-on bag, priority check-in and boarding, seat selection, Wi-Fi access and lounge access. The 
price for the upgrade to Saga Class differs from one destination to another, but ranges between 
$1,400 and $1,700. Let us know if this is of interest and we will provide the exact information. 
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Saving the Single Room Charge – Traveling with a Room Mate 
For some potential participants, the single room surcharge may just break the bank. We frequently receive 

requests from clients seeking a share travel partner in order to save hundreds of dollars, or they simply do 

not like to travel alone. We have good news for you. We receive these requests for many of our tours and 

in most cases, we are successful finding a suitable share partner. Sometimes this is a blessing in more 

ways than one. People from different backgrounds or countries share different cultures and experiences. 

They return richer in spirit and often grateful for having forged new friendships. Do not let the single room 

supplement stop you from signing up for a tour! 

Your Accommodations 
Your hotels on this tour are all clean and proper 3- and 4-star properties that are equipped with private 

bathrooms. They will have hairdryers, coffee makers and other amenities. Double rooms have either a 

queen-size bed or two twin beds. Quilters on our tours are mostly women who share a room. They will 

always have a room with two separate beds. 

What to wear on your Trip to Iceland? 
In Iceland layered clothing is the name of the game. You should bring along lightweight woolens, a sweater 

or cardigan, a rainproof (weatherproof) coat and sturdy walking shoes. In summer light clothing is often all 

you need, - but always be prepared for both cold and wet weather. The Iceland weather can be very 

changeable. Icelanders often say: “If you don’t like the weather, just wait 10 minutes.” And always bring a 

bathing suit. It is a favorite pastime in Iceland – year-round – to swim in countless geothermally heated 

pools and lagoons, with a typical temperature of 102 > 108 F°. 

Tipping in Iceland 
It is not customary to tip in Iceland. Tips are not expected in hotels, in restaurants, by drivers, hairdressers.                                                                                                                                                                 

 

REYKJAVIK AT DUSK 
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YOUR TRAVEL BY AIR TO AND FROM ICELAND – USA // AIRLINE SCHEDULES 

• NEW YORK (NEWARK AIRPORT):  ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE            

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > EWR > 20:30 > FI622 5.45 HOURS KEFLAVÍK 06:15 + 1 
        

31 > KEFLAVÍK > 17:00 > FI623 6.10 HOURS EWR 19:10 
 

• DENVER, CO (DEN): ICELANDAIR   

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > DENVER > 16:40 > FI670 7.20 HOURS KEFLAVÍK 06:00 + 1 
        

31 > KEFLAVÍK > 16:55 > FI671 8.00 HOURS DENVER 18:55 
 

• CHICAGO, IL (ORD): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > CHICAGO > 19:25 > FI852 6.10 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06:35 + 1 
       

31 > KEFLAVIK > 16:45 > FI853 6.35 HOURS CHICAGO 18:20 
 

• MINNEAPOLIS, MN (MSP):  ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > MSP > 19:25 > FI656 6.10 HOURS KEFLAVÍK 06:35 + 1 
        

31 > KEFLAVÍK > 16:45 > FI657 6.25 HOURS MSP 18:10 
 

 

• ICELANDAIR  

Reykjavik based Icelandair is the country of Iceland’s largest airline. From its hub at Keflavik International Airport 

and the airports in Reykjavik and Akureyri Icelandair 

operates non-stop flights to more than 25 destinations 

across Europe and about a dozen destinations in the 

United States and Canada. Icelandair operates a fleet of 

Boeing jets, 737s, 757s and 767s.  

The carrier’s fleet is configured with Saga Class (the 

equivalent of Business Class), and Economy Class. Saga 

Class passengers have access to the airline’s Saga 

Lounge at Keflavik International Airport. 

< Icelandair 757 aircraft                                    23245-11/23/22 
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• BOSTON, MA (BOS): PLAY AIRLINES 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > BOSTON > 19:00 > OG112 5.30 HOURS KEFLAVIK 04:30 + 1 

      

31 > KEFLAVIK > 15:30 > OG111 6.05 HOURS BOSTON 17:35 
 

• NEW YORK (JFK): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > JFK > 20:25 > FI614 5.50 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06:15 + 1 

      

31 > KEFLAVIK > 17:00 > FI615 6.10 HOURS JFK 19:10 
 

• WASHINGTON, DC (IAD): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > IAD (DULLES) 20:35 > FI644 5.55 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06.30 + 1 

      

31 > KEFLAVIK > 16:50 > FI645 6.20 HOURS IAD  19:10 
 

• SEATTLE, WA (SEA): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > SEATTLE > 15:50 > FI680 7.25 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06:15 + 1 
      

31 > KEFLAVIK > 16:50 > FI681 7.50 HOURS SEATTLE 17:40 
 

• PORTLAND, OR (PDX): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT  

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > PORTLAND 15:30 > FI664 7.30 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06:00 + 1 
      

31 > KEFLAVIK 16:50 > FI665 8.00 HOURS PORTLAND 17:50 
 

• RALEIGH-DURHAM (RDU): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > RALEIGH-DUR 20:30 > FI820 6.00 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06:30 + 1 

      

31 > KEFLAVIK 16:45 > FI821 6.45 HOURS RAL-DURH 19:30 
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• WASHINGTON/BALTIMORE (BWI): PLAY AIRLINES 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > BWI 19:00 > OG102 6.00 HOURS KEFLAVIK 05:00 + 1 

      

31 > KEFLAVIK 15:05 > OG101 6.45 HOURS BWI 17:50 
 

• TORONTO, ON (YYZ): ICELANDAIR 

DAY 

JUL. 

DEPARTURE 

AIRPORT 

DEPARTURE 

TIME/FLIGHT 

FLIGHT 

DURATION 

ARRIVAL 

AIRPORT 

ARRIVAL 

TIME 

21 > TORONTO > 21:00 > FI602 5.20 HOURS KEFLAVIK 06:20 + 1 

      

31 > KEFLAVIK > 17:05 > FI603 6.05 HOURS TORONTO 19:10 
 

1. US & CANADA WEST COAST: Clients traveling from Los Angeles, San Francisco and other 

West Coast cities can to connect to Iceland at Seattle or Denver. In such cases, we highly 

recommend that clients arrive in Iceland a day early to rest after the long flights.  
 

2. DIRECT SERVICE BY OTHER AIRLINES: Delta offers flights to Iceland from JFK and 

Minneapolis, and United from Newark and Chicago. This may be of interest for some potential 

clients for our tours, but not suitable for other reasons; schedules and price. There are clients 

who wish to buy the tour package without the air fare being included. You would be responsible 

for your airline booking arrangements and ticketing, in lieu of a $600 credit.  
 

3. CLIENTS JOINING THE TOUR FROM EUROPE: We love to welcome clients traveling from 

Europe on our tours. Schedules and prices will, however, be different. Contact us for information. 
 

• In the above (1-3) cases we recommend that you consider adding an extra day to your tour. Arrive 

at Keflavik on August 21; stay for the night at a lovely boutique hotel on the ocean and be rested 

to join the main group the following morning. You will be met at Keflavik Airport on arrival, 

taken to the hotel, where the tour bus will pick you up the following morning en route for 

breakfast at the Viking Museum. Ask us for additional information. 
 

 

• PLAY AIRLINES 

Play is an Icelandic low-cost airline headquartered in the country’s capital of Reykjavik. It operates a fleet of 

Airbus A320NEO family aircraft with a hub at Keflavik International Airport. Play offers flights from Iceland to 

European cities such as London, Paris, Berlin, Copenhagen, Dublin, and Brussels, as well as sunshine destinations 

in Spain and Italy. Play has recently branched out to include 

North-American destinations – Boston, New York (Stewart 

Airport) and Washington-Baltimore (BWI) airports. This opens 

opportunities for our clients in New England, New York, and the 

Washington/Baltimore area to join our tours to Iceland at a lesser 

price. 
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Your Tour Itinerary 
Hopefully you do appreciate the detailed itinerary and information that is displayed on the previous pages 

of this presentation.  We ask you to understand that the schedule that appears on the left side of each page 

is for guidance only. This timetable may change due to weather or unforeseen local conditions. Your tour 

manager is authorized to change the schedule according to her best judgement. 

 

 

Transportation 
Our clients expect clean and modern bus transportation on their tour. The picture below is of the tour bus 

that will be used on the “Iceland in Summer” tour, except for August 27, when you will travel by “Monster 

Truck.”  
 

Your tour bus is a German built SETRA with 

49 seats.  In the case that we should fill the 

tour, we will accept the maximum of 38 

clients, which means that everyone will travel 

in comfort. 
 

The bus is equipped with a WC and with all 

the latest bells and whistles. 
 

Your driver, Björn “Bjössi” Erlendsson, has 

been on the road with our groups of quilters 

several times in the past. Bjössi is a popular 

and knowledgeable driver. Bjössi and tour 

guide Vala work well together; the perfect 

team to take care of your group in the most 

professional manner. 

 

 

Long Days – Short Nights 
 

During your tour in August, you can expect sunrise in Iceland about 6 in the morning and sundown about 9 

in the evening.  This makes for 15-hour daylight, which Icelanders use to the fullest.  While in Reykjavik 

you will find downtown busy at bars and restaurants late into the 

night.  Late evenings are also the perfect time to sit in a hot pot 

out in the middle of nowhere and contemplate the condition of 

the universe. If you should tend to go early to bed you might 

decide to invest in eye shades (Amazon - $9.99). 
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On this map you will clearly see where your Iceland 

adventure takes you. You will experience a compre-

hensive experience of Southern Iceland, as you travel 

from KEFLAVIK in the west to JÖKULSÁRLÓN in the 

far east. 

 

You will travel along the coast, through verdant 

pastures, with Icelandic horses grazing, and inland, 

where towering volcanoes and glaciers rule the land.  
 

You will enjoy city life in REYKJAVIK, the capital, meet 

townspeople in VESTMANNAEYJAR, and admire the 

Icelandic horses.  You will find the bird life astounding 

and the whales amazing. 

 

You will have enjoyed some of the best meals of your 

life; the fish fresh from the ocean; the lamb as only 

Icelanders know how to cook it, - and some other 

delicacies that you never knew existed. 

 

Some Icelandic Facts and Figures 
 

POPULATION – ICELAND: 378.000 

REYKJAVIK: 132.000 KEFLAVIK: 16.000 SELFOSS: 9.000 VESTMANNAEYJAR: 4.300 HVOLSVOLLUR: 1.100 

 

 

CLIMATIC DATA FOR REYKJAVIK IN AUGUST 

AVERAGE HIGH: 57.0° F AVERAGE LOW: 47.7° F AV. PRECIPITATION 2.65 inches AV PRECIPITATION: 11.7 days 
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TESTEMONIALS 

 

ICELAND IN SUMMER: 

“The trip was fabulous! Loved having the local guides and extra surprises like stopping at the 

church with the huge quilt & learning the wonderful story behind it. I was very comfortable on the 

bus as I have previously had a bad experience. Hanging out with the local ladies on Sat was a 

treasure. All the hotels were very comfortable. The daily schedule was very good, just enough – 

not over scheduled. The horse farm was amazing! Gudrun’s family was so welcoming and 

gracious. It was wonderful to see the inside of a home. I am talking up next year’s trip to a lot of 

people, both quilters & non-quilters. Thank you for coordinating a great trip!!!”                  J.Beatty 
 

GONE WITH THE QUILT: 

“I’m writing to tell you how much I enjoyed the trip. I had the best time. At first, I felt a little guilty 

at leaving my family to fend for themselves but that passed. I really liked the mix of quilting 

workshops; the cultural stuff and the itinerary was great. It was a good balance of activities and 

places. I also really liked that there was a mix of different nationalities on board; much better than 

just a bus full of Australians!”                                                             Kerry - Wollongong, Australia 
 

NORTHERN LIGHTS – NEW YEAR’S IN ICELAND:  

“The Westman Islands were my favorite part of the trip. The hotel was great; wonderful location; 

gracious people. The hotel in Reykjavik was centrally located. It worked out well. The hotel 

restaurant in Heimaey was fabulous. Both museums were fantastic with information from the 

guide. Learned so much. The bus worked well … lots of room. Continue to go to Þingborg Wool 

Center to learn about the importance of wool. Nice to have options on flights. Wonderful trip, so 

many memories.”                                                                                                                 K. Fuller  
 

NEW ENGLAND DURING INDIAN SUMMER: 

“I wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed the New England Tour with Jutta. She did a great 

job. Our days were so full of activity and wonderful places to visit and I thank you so much for the 

excellent organization. I will recommend your tours to family and friends. It was a very compatible 

group and we formed lasting friendships. The quilt shops we visited were such a highlight of the 

tour. Joe was a very good driver too, careful, and courteous always. Thank you for all your help 

in planning my trip and for the amazing attention to detail to ensure that the tour was top quality.”  

                                                                                                                                    M. Cochrane 
 

EUROPEAN PATCHWORK: 

“Here are my opinions on this trip – a fabulous, wonderful trip to take. We loved the places we 

visited and traveled to. We had not been to Europe before, so that was an experience. We were 

thoroughly impressed with Iceland and would revisit the area. All our hotels in Iceland were 

wonderful. Same with the hotels in Heidelberg and Kaysersberg. The Paris hotel was wonderful 

too. Loved our tours that we did; the Blue Lagoon, the Super Jeep Tour, the Palace of Versailles, 

and the Moulin Rouge. We thank you for planning a great trip.”                                 J&R Colligan  
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Said about the 2021Tour after its Completion 
 

• We went to lovely places in this beautiful country. It was wonderful to stay in two hotels for 3 nights 

each! That is a plus on a trip like this. Meals were fabulous and at wonderful places. I loved meeting 

Gudrun‘s family! Such wonderful hospitality was extended to us; it was thoroughly a delight! Eythor did 

a great job guiding us in the Westman Islands and through southern Iceland. He had a wonderful sense 

of humor and a lot of „true stories“ Eythor‘s swing on the rope was a delightful example of something 

totally Icelandic. I enjoyed his reminiscing about growing up there. He is knowledgeable and is a good 

addition to this tour. Our bus driver was knowledgeable and had a great sense of humor!        K. Bartel 
 

• The service of the tour manager and Icelandic guides was excellent. The guides were caring, 

personable, and knowledgeable. The hotels were very good. Hotel Laekur was outstanding. Location 

and food were amazing. I thought the tour was very good value and told many people that. Many 

agreed. Given the bus, guides, hotels, meals, tours, etc. I feel it was very good value.           K. Bender 
 

• The tour manager and Icelandic guides were excellent. Gudrun kept everyone informed. Einar was 

great for explanations of geography, culture, history and as our tour guide to Thingvellir. Eythor was 

outstanding: good sense of humor, great story teller, good explanations, - just an outstanding tour 

guide. The bus was clean and Bjossi an outstanding tour bus driver. The trip was excellent, but his 

skillful and safe driving, and his monitoring of our itinerary and schedule made the trip absolutely 

perfect! All attractions were worthwhile. The volcano museum on Westman Islands was outstanding. I 

received very good value for my money. Iceland is a beautiful country, and I think the itinerary hit most 

of the highlights on the southern coast.                                                                                          N. Brill 
 

• We received good and timely information about the tour, particularly in light of the many changes with 

Covid. I think these are hard times and it was handled as well as it could be. The service of the tour 

manager and Icelandic tour guides was excellent in every way. Eythor was terrific. I would definitely be 

in touch with him if I was coming back. The farm, Hotel Laekur, was great. The family was amazing and 

it was nice to meet and visit with them as we came and went. We would go back. Food overall was 

good. Lunch in the tomato greenhouse; 2nd dinner in the Westman Islands; Hotel Laekur. We‘d all go 

back to those. Our driver, Bjorn, was great. Nice to get to know him and he was always where we 

needed him and super helpful. The selection of attractions was good. They were diverse, appealing to 

various tastes for this group. The top attraction: Westman Islands. Our overall impression of the tour: 

We would (and have) recommended it to others. It was an incredible experience with great memories 

made.                                                                                                                                G.& S. Tibbetts 
 

• Gudrun and the Icelandic tour guides gave us a personal touch to the travel experience. Hotel Laekur 

was a wonderful start to our trip with excellent food, lodging and host for 3 nights. Hotel Skaftafell was 

a very nice location, with an excellent room and food. Hotel Vestmannaeyjar was an excellent hotel 

and Hotel Plaza was a good hotel in downtown Reykjavik. Food was awesome throughout the entire 

trip. They were very good and accommodating in providing food to people with food allergies or an 

aversion. The tour buses and drivers were all very good, being friendly and helpful. All the attractions 

were excellent; we especially loved the Westman Islands. It was an awesome tour well worth the 

money.                                                                                                                              L.& N. Swanson 
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Said about our 2022 Tours to Iceland  (Tours # 1 & 2) 
 

• The tour was FANTASTIC! Horses, sheep, natural beauty and a little bit of quilting. I think I died and 

went to heaven. It was all well organized and laid out very clearly. The hotels were great. My favorite 

was Hotel Laekur. The restaurants were all outstanding. I particularly liked the greenhouse restaurant 

and thought it was fascinating. Dorothea was a wonderful guide and very attentive to our needs. She 

also has a wonderful sense of humor. Bjossi, our driver was wonderful and safety was # 1 priority 

throughout our trip. I can‘t wait to return to your beautiful country. Thank you for a wonderful tour.   

                                                                                                                                                    J.Barker 

• It was a wonderful tour! Would recommend NATO to friends. Newsletters were very informative. Had 

plenty of info ahead of time, well organized. Hotel Laekur was my favorite hotel and the meals were all 

fabulous. Tour manager and Icelandic guide were great! Loved Dorothea‘s sense of humor and 

Icelandic sagas. Driver was great, always on time, safe, and friendly. Loved the iceberg lagoon (!!!), the 

horses, the tomatoes, the food, the waterfalls! Incredible scenery, so glad I went on the trip!    S. Lewis 
 

• The tour was well organized. We did receive enough information before the tour. The hotels and meals 

were very nice, more than what we expected. The tour manager, tour guide and driver were all amazing! 

We also enjoyed the company of all the nice tour participants and made new friends. The main 

attractions of the tour were great, especially the Westman Island part, which are not commonly in 

normal Iceland tours.  This is the first time we took such a guided land tour (we used to cruise) and 

enjoyed it very much. It definitely provided more attractions than we could possibly do on a cruise. We 

will recommend this tour to family and friends for sure.                                                      Marlene & Zhi 
 

• Thank you Ingo for all your hard work! I cannot imagine how hard it is to put together such an informative 

and fun trip! The tour was impeccably organized and the info we received was greatly appreciated. The 

updates by email came just when needed and not “bombed“ with too many. The color booklet was 

amazing and I kept it with me daily on the trip! We saw so much on this trip! Everything was so 

informative and beautiful. It was a great tour and your experience and knowledge are obviously at work 

here.                                                                                                                                         D. & P. Fife 
 

• The tour was well organized and info sent ahead of time was sufficient. The attractions we visited were 
great. I enjoyed the monster truck trip and the choice of restaurants was unique. Hotels were very good 
and all the meals were amazing. Tour manager and guide provided additional details and stories of 
interest. They were great at keeping us informed about each stop and what to expect. The driver was 
excellent. He went out of his way to help us, was always on time and handled the roads well. I would 
recommend NATO to my friends and family (and already have). Thanks for all your hard work putting 
the trip together. I‘m looking forward to another tour in the future.                                             C. Roche 

_____________________________________________ 
 

The above testemonials were picked at random from dozens of letters and 

e-mails which we have received from satisfied customers each year. Many 

of these clients have sent us comments and suggestions that have helped 

us improve our tours and enable us to offer the very best tour product to 

Iceland and beyond. 
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RESERVATION APPLICATION 

 

 

NAME (1): _________________________________________ DOB.: ___________ 

 

ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 
 
TEL.: ______________________________ E-MAIL: ________________________ 
 
HEALTH ISSUES: ___________________________________________________ 
 
__________________________________________________ VEGETARIAN: ____ 
 

* The airlines require names to be spelt exactly as they appear in your passport 

* Cell phone numbers preferred  

 

NAME (2): _________________________________________ DOB.: ___________ 

 

ADDRESS: _________________________________________________________ 
 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

TEL.: ______________________________ E-MAIL: ________________________ 

 

HEALTH ISSUES: ___________________________________________________ 

 

__________________________________________________ VEGETARIAN: ____ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

COMMENTS/SPECIAL REQUESTS: _____________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________ 
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OPTIONAL TOUR FEATURES 

A horse ride is not for everybody. Likewise, not everyone is interested to participate in a whale watching 
excursion or to get soaked in the Blue Lagoon. While your tour program is loaded with exciting daily 
activities, we offer the following features as optional. We recommend that you choose in which of these 
activities you would like to take part at the time when you book the tour. This makes the organizing of these 
features that much easier. Participation in some of these activities is limited. 

FEATURE TIME/DAY DURATION $ P PERSON RESERVE 

Guided Horse Ride at Icelandic Horse World: 

Rider´s maximum weight: 242lbs. 

15:00 July 24 1-hour ride 

2-hour ride 

$145.00 

$195.00 
 

     

Whale Watching Excursion:  09:00 July 30 3 hours $125.00  

     

Quilting Worksop by Rona Herman 14:00 July 30 3 hours $100.00  

     

The Blue Lagoon – including towel rental, 1st drink, 

and transportation from hotel and to the airport: 

09:30 July 31 3 hours incl. 

transfers 

 

$134.00 
 

     

Additional night in Iceland before tour at Hotel Berg 

in Keflavik – including transfers, breakfast, and tax: 

Double / twin-

bedded room 

Superior 

category 

 

$230.00 
 

     

Additional night in Reykjavík after tour at Center-

Hotel Plaza – breakfast, tax: 

Double / twin- 

bedded room 

Standard 

category 

 

$168.00 

 

     

Travel insurance: Classic with Cancel Anytime: Request info    

 

 

Travel Insurance 

NATO LTD represents Allianz Travel Insurance, which offers various travel insurance plans under the 
banner: Allianz Global Assistance. Many travelers choose to buy such insurance coverage for the peace of 
mind and sundry other reasons. A popular plan “Classic with Cancel Anytime” is described in detail in an 
Allianz Insurance brochure, which is available from NATO LTD on request. 

“Classic with Cancel Anytime” should be bought within 14 days from the time of the initial tour deposit. The 

cost of this coverage depends on the price of the tour and the age of the insured. Here, an example: Mr. & 

Mrs. H. ages 65 and 70 bought a tour to Iceland at the price of 2 x $4,675.00. The premium in this case 

was $518.00 and $597.00 respectively. “Classic with Cancel Anytime” insurance covers the full cost of all 

non-refundable tour arrangements.  

Electrical Devices and Internet in Iceland 
 Icelandic electrical standards are European (50Hz, 240 volts), so North American electrical devices require 

converters. Plugs are two-pinned, so devices brought from North America will require adapters. All the 

hotels on the “Iceland in Summer” route have hair dryers in the guest rooms. All hotels on your tour offer 

Internet connection free of charge. The tour bus, however, is not Wi-Fi equipped. 


